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Parish Council 
 TEXTILE BINS 

Stanway Parish Council has received a request from Colchester Borough Council to host a textile bin.  

This would work with the “greener” agenda which the council aims to follow and provide a good 

service for the Stanway community.  Clothing recycling is to be encouraged rather than send 

everything to landfill, and the parish council would be helping to facilitate this.   

Colchester Borough Council has suspended doorstep collections of textiles, so they are contacting 

parish councils to ask if they would have a textile bin installed and where it would be placed.  The 

bins will be installed and emptied by Essex Textiles, firstly on a weekly basis and then monitored as 

to how often they will need to be emptied.  Each bin will have contact details on the front in case 

they need emptying in between collections. 

Here are details of the bin dimensions for your consideration. 

 

There are already two textile bins within a radius of one 

mile from the Village Halls, at Sainsburys and Fiveways Co-

op.  After consultation with SVHMC (who are against this 

proposal) they say there is no requirement for another bin 

and concern has been expressed about bins overflowing.  

The picture of the bins at Sainsburys was sent as an 

example.   

Heavy usage of the facility could be due to the desire of 

the population to recycle combines with a shortage of 

local provision for recycling.  Both these textile bins are on 

private ground and are cleared by the owners of the ground.  CBC does not have responsibility for 

these bins although any clothing that is left on the floor is cleared by the collection team when they 

visit.  

The ideal position for such a bin would be where it can be seen, convenient for the Parish, also 

somewhere accessible for the bin to be delivered and emptied easily.  The best site is by the Village 

Halls, as when the car park is open it is monitored.  This area is well populated during school drop off 
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 and pick up and for hall bookings so it would be easy and accessible for visitors to the car park, 

offering a convenient service to members of the community.  The exact location would need to be 

agreed and SVHMC has expressed concern that the textile bins would occupy a parking space, but 

there are alternative positions not in a car space. 

There will be a contact number on the bins to ring if they become overflowing before the scheduled 

empty, and if it were fly tipped then a Neighbourhood Warden would action collection as a priority. 

If textile bins are placed on the parish ground then CBC would visit the area on a regular basis and 

clear any fly tips.  Since the car park has a barrier it makes it more difficult for fly-tippers to gain 

access.  SPC can request removal of the textile bins if it becomes too problematic to manage this 

service.  Many village hall complexes already provide such facilities seemingly without problems.  

Offering textile recycling would raise the green profile of SPC with what the local community would 

expect of their parish council.  Provision of this service would not be a financial burden to the parish 

council as all costs would be carried by CBC. 

Pros: 

✓ Works towards a green agenda 

✓ Brings recycling to the heart of the community 

✓ Provides a valuable community service 

✓ Raises profile of Stanway Parish Council 

✓ Can be offered at no cost to the parish 

Against (as outlined by SVHMC): 

✓ Bins might be messy and attract fly-tipping 

✓ Bins already available in neighbourhood 

✓ Will take up space in carpark 

 

 

The members of Community Services (as this would provide a service to the community) and 

Community Assets (as it is relates to waste collection services) committees need to decide 

whether they support this initiative. 

 

 

 


